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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a joint beamforming algorithm for a multiuser wireless information and
power transfer (MU-WIPT) system that is compatible with the conventional multiuser multiple input
multiple output (MU-MIMO) system. The proposed joint beamforming vectors are initialized using the
well established MU-MIMO zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF) and are further updated to maximize the
total harvested energy of energy harvesting (EH) users and guarantee the signal to interference plus noise
ratio (SINR) constraints of the co-scheduled information decoding (ID) users. When ID and EH users are
simultaneously served by joint beamforming vectors, the harvested energy can be increased at the cost
of an SINR loss for ID users. To characterize the SINR loss, the target SINR ratio µ is introduced as the
target SINR (i.e., SINR constraint) normalized by the received SINR achievable with ZFBF. Based on
that ratio, the sum rate and harvested energy obtained from the proposed algorithm are analyzed under
perfect/imperfect channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT). Through simulations and numerical
results, we validate the derived analyses and demonstrate the EH and ID performance compared to both
state of the art and conventional schemes.
Index Terms
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transfer
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2I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, wireless power transmission has appeared as a promising technology to
directly harvest energy from broadcasted RF signals [1][2]. The interesting point is that all
kinds of broadcast signal can be used to harvest energy, even though some broadcast signals are
interference signals from the perspective of information decoding (ID). Hence, it is possible to
transfer information and power to mobile devices simultaneously. The RF signal based energy
harvesting system has drawn significant interest recently in wireless communication community,
namely in simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) systems. In comparison
with a near field wireless harvesting technique based on electromagnetic induction [3], the
RF signal based energy harvesting can deliver power to mobile devices far from transmitters.
This opportunity would allow battery-free devices, which can be free of connectors and have
freedom of placement and mobility during charging and usage. Although RF signal based energy
harvesting is typically suitable for low-power applications such as sensor networks or Internet of
Things, it may be envisioned that power consuming applications could benefit from RF energy
harvesting in the future if efficient dedicated wireless power transmission is implemented.
Previous works in SWIPT systems focused on the fundamental performance limits [4]-[8].In
[4], the fundamental tradeoff between EH and ID rates was studied in a point-to-point single-
antenna additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel from the information theoretic view-
points. This work was then extended to frequency-selective AWGN channels considering a noisy
coupled-inductor circuit in [5]. The authors in [6] researched opportunistic energy harvesting from
the received unintended interference and/or intended signal in addition to decoding the informa-
tion. Under a point-to-point flat-fading channel with time-varying interference, they derived the
optimal ID/EH mode switching rules at the receiver to optimize the outage probability/ergodic
capacity versus harvested energy trade-offs. In [7], two practical receiver architectures, namely
the separated and integrated information and energy receivers, were proposed based on a dynamic
power splitting (DPS) strategy. The rate-energy tradeoff for the two architectures are characterized
from the rate-energy region. SWIPT in multiple antenna system is then investigated in [8]. In that
paper, the authors analyze the optimal rate-energy (R-E) tradeoff regions for two different cases,
i.e. separated and co-located receiver scenarios in multiple input and multiple output (MIMO)
broadcast channel. In addition, time switching and power splitting receivers are designed for the
3co-located receiver and they are characterized by their achievable R-E regions.
The beamforming for multiple receivers and/or transmitters were investigated based on perfect
channel state information at transmitter (CSIT) in [9][10]. In [9], the authors propose signal-to-
leakage-and-energy ratio (SLER) maximization beamforming in a two user MIMO interference
channel and identify the achievable R-E tradeoff region. The work in [9] has also been extended
recently to the general K-user interference channel in [11]. In [12], a geodesic beamformer
design was found to be a suitable strategy in the two-user interference channel with perfect but
partial CSIT. SWIPT for multiuser MISO is researched in [10]. The authors in [10] formulated
the joint information and energy transmit beamforming problem as a non-convex quadratically
constrained quadratic program (QCQP), for which the optimal solution is obtained by applying
the technique of semidefinite relaxation (SDR). In particular, it is observed that the dedicated
EH beamforming vectors are not necessary. Consequently, the optimal beamforming can be
obtained by solving the SDR of the optimization problem. The optimization problem can be
solved using existing software, e.g. CVX [13], but it would lead to high complexity and cannot
be realistically implemented in a practical system [14]. Furthermore, in a general multi-user
MIMO (MU-MIMO) where scheduling and beamforming are performed, finding the optimal
solutions of the optimization problem becomes intractable due to its non-convexity.
The problem of imperfect CSIT in SWIPT systems has been investigated in [15][16]. The
authors of these papers consider the deterministic imperfect CSI model to formulate and solve
optimization problems regarding energy harvesting. However, it is still necessary to develop and
analyze a practical1 joint beamforming for a limited feedback based SWIPT systems.
In this paper, to maintain compatibility with the conventional MU-MIMO system, the joint
beamforming vectors are initialized using the well established MU-MIMO zero-forcing beam-
forming (ZFBF)2 and are further updated to maximize the total harvested energy and guarantee
the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) constraints of the co-scheduled ID users in
1The term of ’practical’ means implementable from the viewpoint of low complexity and compatibility with conventional
limited feedback based MU-MIMO systems. The details are discussed in Section II-A, III-B and IV-E
2The conventional beamforming schemes for MU-MIMO can be adopted for the proposed joint beamforming scheme. Since
ZFBF with semi-orthogonal user selection (SUS) is well known as a relatively simple and effective linear transmission technique
in MU-MIMO system and is used in realistic communication system as LTE-A [17]-[19], ZFBF is utilized as the initial
beamforming vectors in multi-user wireless information and power transfer system.
4multiuser wireless information and power transfer (MU-WIPT). For joint beamforming vector
design, BS iteratively selects a beamforming vector3 dedicated to the specific ID user and steers
it to an optimal direction to maximize the harvested energy while satisfying the SINR constraints
of the selected ID users.
In the proposed joint beamforming algorithm, we introduce the EH gradient based criterion
to select the beamforming vector among the candidate beamforming vectors dedicated to the
selected ID users. To identify the optimal EH direction to maximize the harvested energy via
beamforming vector steering, it is demonstrated in Theorem 1 that the energy harvested from
arbitrary beamforming vectors form a min(KEH ,M)-dimensional ellipsoid in the given EH users’
channel space where M is the number of transmit antennas and KEH is the number of EH users.
It implies that an arbitrary beamforming vector should be steered along the geodesic line from
the arbitrary beamforming vector towards the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
for a given EH users’ channel space. At the end of each iteration in the proposed algorithm, the
optimal direction and EH gradient are updated not to create additional interference to ID users
who are at the edge of the given SINR constraints. By steering and updating the beamforming
vectors, the SINR constraints are guaranteed and the total harvested energy is maximized in the
proposed algorithm.
When ID and EH users are simultaneously served by joint beamforming vectors, the harvested
energy can be increased at the cost of an SINR loss for ID users. To characterize the SINR loss,
the target SINR ratio µ is defined as the target SINR (i.e., SINR constraint) normalized by the
received SINR achievable with ZFBF. Then, 1− µ can be interpreted as the relative SINR loss
(w.r.t. the maximum SINR achievable with ZFBF). Based on the defined parameter µ, we derive
lower and upper bounds for the total harvested energy and sum rate under perfect/imperfect CSIT,
respectively. By changing µ, the joint beamforming algorithm trades harvested energy with sum
rate and inversely. Furthermore, the asymptotic harvested energy and sum rate performance are
analyzed for scenarios where the number of EH or ID users increases to infinity.
In Section II, the system model for MU-WIPT is described and the complexity of the optimiza-
tion problem in [10] is discussed to motivate the necessity of the proposed joint beamforming
algorithm. The proposed beamforming is then detailed in Section III-A. The achievable sum rate
3Initially, the beamforming vectors are constructed as ZFBF based on the selected ID users via SUS.
5and harvested energy including asymptotic perspective are analyzed in Section IV. Simulations
and numerical results are provided in Section V in order to validate the performance of the
proposed algorithm and the analyses.
For notations, we use lowercase lightface for scalar values, uppercase boldface for matrices,
lowercase boldface for vectors, and ( ·)H indicates the conjugate transpose operator. Similarly,
( ·)T and ( ·)−1 indicate the transpose and inverse (or pseudo-inverse) operators, respectively.
rank( ·) represents the rank of the matrix and |A| denotes the cardinality of set a A. || · ||F and
|| · || indicates Frobenius and ℓ2- norms, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
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Fig. 1. System model for multi-user wireless information and power transfer
We consider a multiuser MISO downlink channel model for simultaneous wireless information
and power transfer (SWIPT), in which the BS has M antennas, and ID and EH users have one
single antenna as shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the total number of ID and EH users is
KID and KEH , respectively. In a multiuser wireless information and power transfer (MU-WIPT)
system, each ID user is served by its dedicated beamforming vector while EH users can harvest
energy from all beamforming vectors. This paper focuses on a practical joint beamforming vector
design and its performance analysis under the assumption of perfect channel state information
(CSI) knowledge for EH and ID users at BS. The received signal of the kth ID user is given by
yk = hkx + nk, k = 1, ..., |S| (1)
6where k indicates the kth user in a selected ID user set S, hk ∈ C1×M is the kth user’s row
channel vector, x ∈ CM×1 is the transmit signal vector containing the information symbols of
the selected user set S, nk is the independent complex Gaussian noise of the kth user with unit
variance. Here, the BS serves a subset of ID users, S ⊆ {1, ..., KID}, with an average power
constraint E{||x||2} = P . Due to the limited degrees of freedom at BS, the number of active
users is restricted to |S| ≤M . The transmit signal can be written as
x =
|S|∑
i=1
wixi (2)
where wi ∈ CM×1 is the arbitrary unit-norm joint beamforming vector for the ith user, and xi
is the ith user information symbol. The SINR for the kth ID user is given by
SINRk =
pk|hkwk|2
1 +
∑
i 6=k pi|hkwi|2
=
pk||hk||2|hkwk|2
1 +
∑
i 6=k pi||hk||2|hkwi|2
(3)
where pi is the transmit power assigned to ith joint beamforming vector, hk is the kth ID user’s
channel direction information, i.e., hk/||hk||.
In the case of EH users, no baseband processing is needed to harvest the carried energy
through beamforming vectors [8]. Based on the law of energy conservation, the harvested energy
is proportional to the total received power. The total energy harvested from all |S| beamforming
vectors is then given by
Q =
|S|∑
i=1
Qi = ζ
|S|∑
i=1
pi||Gwi||2 (4)
where ζ is a constant that accounts for the loss in the energy transducer for converting from the
harvested energy to electrical energy and G ∈ CKEH×M is the EH users’ concatenated channel
matrix. For convenience, ζ is assumed equal to 1.
A. Problem statement and review of the SWIPT state of the art
In this paper, the objective of joint beamforming is to maximize the total energy harvested
by all EH users while satisfying the ID users’ SINR constraints. The optimization problem is
given as
max
{wi, i∈S}
∑
i∈S
Qi s.t. SINRi ≥ γi, ∀i and
∑
i∈S
pi ≤ P (5)
where γi is the ith ID user’s SINR constraint. This problem is a general non-convex QCQP. In
[10], the optimal solution for a given S can be obtained by applying the SDR and using existing
7software, e.g., CVX [13], only if the feasibility of ID users’ SINR constraints is guaranteed.
Thus, the feasibility of this problem has to be verified by solving the following problem :
find{wi}, i ∈ S s.t. SINRi ≥ γi, ∀i and
∑
i∈S
pi ≤ P. (6)
In the MU-WIPT system, it is difficult to find out the optimal solution taking into account the
ID user selection and the feasibility of the SINR constraints simultaneously because it is not a
convex problem.
According to [13], CVX supports Self-Dual-Minimization package (SeDuMi) solver for semidef-
inite programming (SDP). The asymptotic computational complexity of SDP in SeDuMi (in-
cluding main and inner iterations) is given as O(n2m2.5 + m3.5) where O is big O notation
to describe the asymptotic computational complexity behavior, n is the number of decision
variables and m is the number of rows of the linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) [14]. Since
n = M |S| and m = M |S|, the total approximated complexity is O(M4.5|S|4.5 + M3.5|S|3.5).
Although the beamforming vectors obtained from (5) are the optimal solution for the given
selected ID users, the complexity that arises during the computation is too high to be utilized
as a practical algorithm. Furthermore, the solution of the optimization problem does not lend
itself to insightful harvested energy and sum rate analysis. In this paper, we propose a practical
joint beamforming algorithm to maximize the harvested energy while maintaining relatively low
complexity and compatibility with conventional MU-MIMO systems [17]-[19]. In addition, the
harvested energy and the sum rate achievable with the proposed joint beamforming algorithm
are analyzed.
B. MU-WIPT system model based on ZFBF
Unlike conventional MU-MIMO systems, in the MU-WIPT system, one should deal with not
only maximizing the sum ID rate, but also the total harvested energy. Initially, to maximize
the sum rate with reduced complexity [18], let us consider ZFBF with semi-orthogonal user
selection (SUS) for ID users. The detailed operation of SUS algorithm is summarized in Table
I for convenience.
Since the BS has perfect knowledge of the CSI of ID users, the multiuser interference (MUI)
is perfectly nullified via ZFBF. To focus on the joint beamforming design, we assume that an
8TABLE I
SEMI-ORTHOGONAL USER SELECTION AT THE BS
Step 1 : The first user from the initial user set U1 = {1, . . . ,KID}.
π(1) = arg max
k∈U1
||hk||
Step 2 : ith user selection (i = 2 for initiation)
While i ≤ M
Ui = {1 ≤ k ≤ K : |h
H
k hpi(j)| ≤ ǫ, 1 ≤ j ≤ i}
π(i) = argmax
k∈Ui
SINRZFk , i = i+ 1.
end
Step 3 : The best user set S = {π(1), . . . , π(|S|)}, |S| ≤M .
equal power4 is allocated to each active ID user, i.e., pk = ρ = P|S| . In the ZFBF scheme, the
received SINR of (3) is reduced to
SINRZFk = ρ||hk||2|hkwZFk | = ρ||hk||2 cos2 θǫ ≤ ρ||hk||2. (7)
where θǫ = cos−1
√
1−(M−1)ǫ
1−(M−2)ǫ
(1 + ǫ) in [21]. In the practical case of KID ≫ M , BS should try
to select mutually semi-orthogonal ID users (small ǫ). The inequality in (7) is tight when θǫ is
small. When θǫ = 0, the received SINR can be interpreted as a tight upper bound. In this case,
the normalized kth ID user’s channel hHk is almost identical to the ZF beamforming vector of the
kth ID user, i.e., |hkwZFk | = 1. In the rest of paper, we assume that KID ≫M . To characterize
the SINR loss, we re-write the SINR constraints in (5) as
SINRi
SINRZFi
≥ µi, ∀i (8)
where SINRZFi is the received SINR achievable with ZFBF and µi is the target SINR ratio for
the ith ID user. For ith joint beamforming vector or ID user, 1 − µi is then interpreted as a
relative SINR loss, w.r.t. the SINR achievable with conventional MU-MISO ZFBF.
III. JOINT BEAM-FORMING DESIGN FOR MU-WIPT
In the proposed joint beamforming algorithm, BS selects a beamforming vector dedicated to a
specific ID user and steers it to the optimal direction to maximize the total harvested energy while
4In this paper, we investigate the beamforming design assuming equal power allocation as it is commonly assumed in
conventional systems (LTE-A) [20] and in the ZFBF literature [21][22]. The additional performance gain of unequal power
allocation over equal power allocation will nevertheless be discussed in Fig. 7 of Section V.
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Fig. 2. Representation of the ellipsoid in a geometric space of GHG.
satisfying the SINR constraints of ID users selected by SUS. In Section III-A, it is demonstrated
that the optimal direction is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of EH users’
channel space, GHG in Theorem 1. Based on Theorem 1, we describe the proposed iterative joint
beamforming algorithm to maximize the total harvested energy and satisfy the SINR constraints
of the selected ID users in Section III-B.
A. Optimal direction to maximize the total harvested energy
The optimal direction to maximize the total harvested energy can be interpreted on the
geometric space. In [23], it was proven that the effective channel gains in the space limited
by an N ×M MIMO channel form a min(M,N)-dimensional ellipsoid in the given channel
space. The right singular vectors and singular values of the MIMO channel become axis and
radius in the min(M,N)-dimensional ellipsoid, respectively. In this section, we demonstrate that
the harvested energy writes as a concave function of the direction of the beamforming vector.
This function forms a min(KEH ,M)-dimensional ellipsoid in the given EH users’ channel space,
GHG.
Theorem 1: For a given arbitrary unit beamforming vector w, the harvested energy, ||Gw||2,
lies on a min(KEH,M)-dimensional ellipsoid with axis vi and radius
√
λi, where vi and λi are
the ith eigenvector and eigenvalue of GHG, respectively.
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Proof : Let GHG = VΛVH using the eigenvalue decomposition, where Λ = [0, · · · , 0, λ1, · · · , λη] ∈
CM×M is the increasing-order diagonal matrix for eigenvalues, η = min(KEH,M) is the rank
of GHG and V = [vi, · · · , vM ] ∈ CM×M . The energy harvested from w can be represented as
gEH(w) = ||Gw||2 = wHGHGw = wHVΛVHw =
η∑
i=1
λiw
Hviv
H
i w =
η∑
i=1
λi cos
2 θi. (9)
Due to
∑η
i=1 cos
2 θi = 1, (9) is derived as
η∑
i=1
λi cos
2 θi
λi
=
η∑
i=1
|αi|2
λi
= 1 (10)
where αi =
√
λiw
Hvi and |αi| =
√
λi cos θi. Eq. (10) is an ellipsoid in which
√
λi is a radius
along the axis vi as shown in Fig. 2 (a). Therefore the coordinates of the harvested energy for
an arbitrary unit beamforming vector w are on the surface of the η-dimensional ellipsoid. 
From Theorem 1, the optimal beamforming vector wEH that maximizes the harvested energy in
the space of GHG is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of GHG. To measure
the energy harvested by steering a given beamforming vector, let us define the normalized
harvested energy as
gEH(w) = wHVΛVHw. (11)
The given unit beamforming vector, w, is decomposed as
w = cos θwEH + sin θw
⊥
EH (12)
where w⊥EH =
w−(wHEHw)wEH
||w−(wH
EH
w)wEH ||
. Applying (12) to (11), the normalized harvested energy is derived
as
gEH(w) = (cos θwEH + sin θw⊥EH)HVΛVH(cos θwEH + sin θw⊥EH)
= gEH(wEH) cos2 θ + gEH(w⊥EH) sin2 θ
= λη cos
2 θ + λ⊥ cos
2(
π
2
− θ). (13)
Based on (13), the normalized harvested energy obtained from w can be reduced to a 2-
dimensional ellipsoid (with radius √λη and √λ⊥ along axis vη and w⊥EH , respectively) as
shown in Fig. 2 (b). Since λη ≥ λ⊥ and the harvested energy is given as a concave function
of the direction of an arbitrary unit beamforming vector w, the optimal way to maximize the
harvested energy is to steer the beamforming vector along the geodesic line towards wEH . Thus,
the joint beamforming vectors should be steered towards the direction of wEH .
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TABLE II
JOINT INFORMATION AND ENERGY BEAMFORMING ALGORITHM
Step 1. Initialization
t = 1, r = |S|
wti = w
ZF
i for i ∈ S
wtEH = wEH
Step 2. Best beamforming vector selection and steering
∇EHti =
g
EH
(wt
EH
)−g
EH
(wt
i
)
arccos(|(wt
EH
)Hwt
i
|)
where i ∈ S
If ∇EHti < 0, ∇EHti = 0 for i ∈ S end
b = argmaxi∈S ∇EH
t
i
While SINRi > µi · SINRZFi (= γi) for i ∈ S
θIDb = θ
ID
b +∆D where 0 ≤ θIDb ≤ arccos(|(wtEH)Hwtb|) and ∆D is the unit angular distance
wtb = cos θ
ID
b w
t−1
b + sin θ
ID
b w
⊥
b
Update SINRi based on wtb for i ∈ S
If SINRi ≤ γi for any i ∈ S
SN (r) = i, wtb = cos(θIDb −∆D)wt−1b + sin(θ
ID
b −∆D)w
⊥
b
end
end
∇EHtb = 0 and repeat Step 2 until ∇EHti = 0 for ∀i
Step 3. Optimal direction update
If r = 0, Update w∗i = wti for i ∈ S and Quit
else r = r − 1, t = t+ 1, wtEH = eig(GHNGN ) and repeat Step 2
end
B. Proposed algorithm
The proposed algorithm is divided into three parts, namely the gradient-based beamforming
vector selection, the steering of the selected beamforming vector and the update of the optimal
EH direction. In each iteration, the BS selects the best beamforming vector among w∀i, and then
steers it towards the optimal EH direction in order to maximize the total harvested energy and
to guarantee the ID users’ SINR constraints. In other words, the selected beamforming vector
is steered to maximize the total harvested energy at the cost of ID users’ SINR loss because
steering the beamforming vector reduces the desired channel gain and increases the interference
to other ID users.
Step 1) Initialization : As mentioned in Section II-B, ID users are selected by SUS and the
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initial beamforming vectors dedicated to the selected ID users are constructed based on ZFBF
(initialized as wZFi ). Let us define iteration index, t, and indicator, r, to show the number of
available beamforming vectors that can be steered in the next iteration. Initially, r is equal to
|S| and the optimal EH direction is wEH , which is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue of GHG as mentioned in III-A.
Step 2) Best beamforming vector selection and steering :
The optimal approach to design the joint beamforming is to maximize the harvested energy
while minimizing the loss of SINR. If SINR is a concave function of the beam vectors, we
can determine the optimal steering direction to maximize a gradient, which is defined as the
increased harvested energy normalized by the SINR loss per unit angular distance. However, it
is difficult to find the optimal joint beamforming vectors via vector steering mechanism with
low complexity. Thus, we propose the EH gradient to select the best beamformer, which has the
largest increasing harvested energy rate per unit angular distance. Under given SINR constraints,
the best beamforming vector is selected among the co-scheduled |S| beams as the one that leads
to the largest EH gradient. Let wti be the ith joint beamforming vector in the tth iteration of the
proposed algorithm in Table II. The EH gradient for wti is defined as
∇EHi = gEH(w
t
EH)− gEH(wti)
arccos(|(wtEH)Hwti|)
(14)
where gEH(wtEH)−gEH(wti) is the harvested energy gain achieved by steering wti up to wtEH and
arccos(|(wtEH)Hwti|) is the angular distance between wtEH and wti. Based on (14), the criterion
to select the best beamforming vector is to determine the one with the largest harvested energy
gain per unit angle distance at each iteration and is given by
b = argmax
i∈S
∇EHi (15)
where b is the best beam index in each iteration.
In order to guarantee the ID users’ constraints and maximize the total harvested energy, the
selected beamforming vector is steered towards the direction of wtEH as long as the ID users’
SINR constraints are satisfied. The selected beamforming vector can be decomposed as
wtb = cos θ
ID
b w
t−1
b + sin θ
ID
b w
⊥
b , (16)
where w⊥b =
wt
EH
−(wt−1
b
H
wt
EH
)wt−1
b
||wt
EH
−((wt−1
b
)
H
wt
EH
)wt−1
b
||
and 0 ≤ θIDb ≤ arccos(|(wtEH)Hwb|). The beamforming
vector can then be steered on the geodesic line from wt−1b to wtEH . If there is any ID user who
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has lower SINR than its own SINR constraint, the ID user index is included in the set of SN (r),
steering the selected beamforming vector stops and the EH gradient of wi is updated to zero so
as not to be selected in the next iteration.
Step 3) Optimal EH direction update : At the first iteration, t = 1, the optimal direction
for maximizing the harvested energy is w1EH = wEH . After all EH gradients for each joint
beamforming vector become zero in Step 2, the beamforming vectors cannot be further steered
towards wEH in the next iteration due to the SINR constraints. However, there may remain ID
users with higher SINR than the target SINR. In order to maximize the total harvested energy
as much as possible, the optimal direction wtEH should be updated to guarantee no additional
interference to the ID users who are at the boundary of their own SINR constraints. In this step,
the iteration index t and indicator r for the number of available optimal EH direction are updated
to r = r − 1 and t = t + 1, respectively, unless r is equal to zero. The set of ID users who
are closed to their own SINR constraint is given as SN(r) in Step 2. To prevent any increase
of the interference to the p(r)th ID user who is at the edge of the SINR constraint in the next
iteration, the optimal EH direction has to be updated as the eigenvector corresponding to the
largest eigenvalue of GHNGN where GN is the projected version of G onto the null space of
the ID users obtained from Step 2, i.e., i ∈ SN . Let define HN = [hSN (r); . . . ; hSN (|S|)]. The null
space of HN , Hnull, is simply obtained by singular value decomposition (SVD)5 of HN ,
Hnull = UR[(|S| − r + 2) : M ] (17)
where HN = ULΣUHR . From (17), GN is given as
GN = GHnullHHnull. (18)
Therefore, the optimal direction to maximize the EH rate in iteration t + 1 is given as the
eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of GHNGN , i.e.,
wt+1EH = eig(GHNGN), (19)
where eig(A) is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of A. From (17), the
optimal EH direction in the proposed algorithm can be updated maximum |S| − 1 times. The
5The null space of HN can be obtained using Gram-Schmidt process or matrix decomposition methods. For simplicity, singular
value decomposition is utilized.
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total number of optimal EH direction utilized in the proposed algorithm is then |S| including
wEH . Thus, r can be interpreted as the number of available optimal EH direction not to incur the
additional interference to the ID users who are at the boundary of their own SINR constraints.
Therefore, once r is equal to 0, the algorithm is completed because there is no direction left to
improve the total harvested energy. The proposed joint beamforming algorithm is summarized
in Table II.
The asymptotic complexity of each function utilized in the proposed algorithm is given as
O(M3) for eigenvalue decomposition and matrix inversion, O(M) for the others [24]. The total
number of iteration for the main loop is equal or less than min(|S|+ 1,M). In each main loop,
the total number of iterations is equal or less than |S|. Unless KID is very large, |S|+1 is equal
or less than M , i.e. min(|S|+ 1,M) = |S|+ 1. Taking into account the number of iterations of
the main and inner loops, the total asymptotic computational complexity is given as
O(M3 +M3|S|(|S|+ 1) +M |S|(|S|+ 1)) ≈ O(M3 +M3|S|2 +M3|S|) < O(M3|S|3). (20)
Therefore, the asymptotic computational complexity is significantly lower than O(M4.5|S|4.5 +
M3.5|S|3.5) discussed in Section II-A. Furthermore, the eigenvalue decomposition can be replaced
by
wtEH =
wt−1EH − hbwt−1EHh
H
b
||wt−1EH − hbwt−1EHh
H
b ||
. (21)
In this case, the complexity for updating wEH , i.e. M3|S|(|S|+ 1) is reduced to M |S|(|S|+ 1).
The total asymptotic computational complexity in (20) is given as O(M3 + M |S|(|S| + 1) +
M |S|(|S| + 1)) ≈ O(M3 +M |S|2 +M |S|) < O(M3) due to |S| ≤ M . The performance of the
proposed joint beamforming with reduced complexity is discussed in Fig. 7 of Section V.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR MU-WIPT SYSTEM
In this section, the total harvested energy and sum rate achieved with the proposed joint
beamforming are derived as a function of the target SINR ratio in MU-WIPT system. The
asymptotic total harvested energy and sum rate is then analyzed considering very large KEH
and KID. To analyze the tradeoff relationship between total harvested energy and sum rate in
the proposed joint beamforming vectors, we assume that ID users have the same target SINR
ratio, µ, as a constraint. Then 1−µ can show the relative SINR loss (w.r.t. the maximum SINR
achievable with ZFBF).
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Fig. 3. Representation of the geometric relation among wZFk , wk and wEH
A. Sum rate analysis
From [18] and [25], the probability Pr[k ∈ Ui+1] in SUS is given as
Pr[k ∈ Ui+1] = Iǫ2(i,M − i) (22)
where Ix(α1, α2) =
∑α1+α2−1
j=α1
 α1 + α2 − 1
j
 xj(1− x)α1+α2−1−j . Based on the law of large
numbers, the cardinality of Ui, |Ui|, is then approximated as
|Ui| ≈ KIDIǫ2(i− 1,M − i+ 1) (23)
where |U1| = KID. Note that π(i)-user is the best one selected from Ui in Table I, which has the
maximum channel gain among |Ui| ID users. Based on the order statistics [26], the probability
density function (PDF) of π(i) user’s channel gain is given as
fπ(i)(x) = |Ui|fχ2(2M)(x)Fχ2(2M)(x)|Ui|−1 (24)
where fχ2(2M)(x) is PDF of Chi-square distribution with 2M degree of freedom, fχ2(2M)(x) =
1
Γ(M)
xM−1e−x, Fχ2(2M)(x) is its CDF, Fχ2(2M)(x) = 1− e−x
∑M−1
p=0
1
p!
xp, and Γ(a) is the gamma
function with parameter a, Γ(a) = (a− 1)! [27][28].
From (7) and (8), the SINR of kth ID user is given as
SINRk ≥ µSINRZFk = µρ||hk||2. (25)
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Since each beamforming vector is steered as far as the ID users’ SINR constraints are satisfied
in the proposed algorithm, the lower bound given in (25) is quite accurate, which is confirmed
in Fig. 4 of Section V. By taking SINRk ≈ µρ||hk||2, the expected sum rate is approximated as
E[CID] ≈
|S|∑
i=1
∫ ∞
0
log(1 + µρx)fπ(i)(x)dx. (26)
From (26), the sum rate loss is then derived as
∆R =
|S|∑
k=1
E
[
log(1 + ρ||hk||2)− log(1 + µρ||hk||2)
]
=
|S|∑
i=1
∫ ∞
0
log
(
1 + ρx
1 + µρx
)
fπ(i)(x)dx. (27)
At high SNR, the sum rate loss in (27) can be approximated as
∆R ≈ −|S| log(µ). (28)
In (28), decreasing µ makes the ID rate loss proportional to log( 1
µ
). Furthermore, since the
increase of KID leads to higher |S| during ID user scheduling, ∆R is increased according to the
increase of KID. If |S| = M , the additional increase of KID does not impact on ∆R. However,
the sum rate is still increased due to the increased SINR based on the order statistics as shown
in (24).
B. Harvested energy analysis
In Step 3 of Table II, the joint beamforming vectors are steered to the direction of updated
wEH for maximizing the total harvested energy. Thus, the joint beamforming vectors obtained
from Table II are not guaranteed to lie on the space spanned by wZFk and wEH due to (16) and
(19) as shown in Fig. 3 (a). The projected kth joint beamforming vector onto the space spanned
by wZFk and wEH is decomposed by
wk = cos θ
EH
k wEH + sin θ
EH
k w
⊥
EH (29)
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where w⊥EH =
wk−(w
H
EH
wk)wEH
||wk−(w
H
EH
wk)wEH ||
. Thus, the energy harvested from (29) is lower bounded6 by
ρgEH(wk) = ρ
η∑
i=1
λi|vHi wk|2 ≥ ρ
η∑
i=1
λi|vHi wk|2
= ρ
η∑
i=1
λi|vHi (cos θEHk wEH + sin θEHk w⊥EH)|2
= ρλη cos
2 θEHk + ρ sin
2 θEHk
η∑
i=1,i 6=η
λi|vHi w⊥EH|2
= ρλη cos
2 θEHk + ρ sin
2 θEHk β(1,M − 2)
η∑
i=1,i 6=η
λi (30)
where the unit vectors vHi (for i 6= η) and w⊥EH are independent and isotropically distributed on
the (M − 1) dimensional hyperplane orthogonal to wEH . Hence, |vHi w⊥EH |2 is beta-distributed
with parameters (1,M−2) and a mean value of 1/(M−1). Since θEHk and θIDk are independent
of the ID users’ channel gains under the fixed µ, θEHk and θIDk for all joint beamforming vectors
are independent of SUS. Although those value are dependent on the directions of the eigenvectors
of GHG, G is independently generated regardless of the initial beamforming vectors, i.e. ZFBF
vectors. Thus, we can presume that the distributions of the angle (i.e., θEHk or θIDk ) for all joint
beamforming vectors are statistically identical with each other. This was demonstrated through
the simulations for various simulation parameters. By ignoring a joint beamforming index in
(30), the lower bound of the expected energy harvested from a joint beamforming vector w is
derived as
ρE [gEH(w)] ≥ ρE
[
λη cos
2 θEH + sin2 θEHβ(1,M − 2)
η∑
i=1,i 6=η
λi
]
= ρE[λη cos
2 θEH ] +
ρ
M − 1E[sin
2 θEH(||G||2F − λη)]
= ρE[λη]− ρME[λη]− E[||G||
2
F ]
M − 1 E[sin
2 θEH] (31)
where E[||G||2F ] = E[χ2(2MKEH)] = MKEH and E[λη] is calculated using PDF of the largest
eigenvalue of a uncorrelated central Wishart maxtrix (i.e., GHG) given in [29]. Therefore, in
6When the number of selected users, |S|, is closed to M , the lower bound for harvested energy in (30) is very tight because
the distance between each joint beamforming vector and the space consisted of wEH and wZFk can be ignorable. It can be
confirmed from the simulation results in Section V.
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(31), the expectation of sin2 θEH is approximated7 as
E[sin2 θEH ] = E[sin2(ϕ− θID)] = E[(sinϕ cos θID − cosϕ sin θID)2]
= E[sin2 ϕ]E[cos2 θID] + E[cos2 ϕ]E[sin2 θID]− 2E[sinϕ cosϕ]E[sin θID cos θID]
≈ M − 1
M
E[cos2 θID] +
1
M
E[sin2 θID]− 2E[sinϕ cosϕ]E[sin θID]E[cos θID] (32)
where sin2 ϕ is beta-distributed with parameters (M − 1, 1) and a mean value of (M − 1)/M ,
and cos2 ϕ is beta-distributed with parameters (1,M−1) and a mean value of 1/M . In Appendix
A, E[cos2 θID] is derived as
E[cos2 θID] ≈ g(µ) = 1 + ρE[||h||
2] |S|−1
M−1
1
µ
+ ρE[||h||2] |S|−1
M−1
(33)
where E[||h||2] is the expected value across the selected ID users,
E[||h||2] = 1|S|
|S|∑
i=1
∫ ∞
0
xfπ(i)(x)dx for π(i) ∈ S. (34)
In Appendix B, the expected value of sinϕ cosϕ is given as
E[sinϕ cosϕ] = (M − 1)B(3/2,M − 0.5). (35)
Applying (33) and (35) into (32), the expected energy harvested from a joint beamforming vector
is derived as
ρE[gEH(w)] ≥ ρE[λη]− ρ(ME[λη]− E[||G||2F ])
·
(
(M − 2)g(µ) + 1
M(M − 1) − 2B(3/2,M − 0.5)
√
g(µ)(1− g(µ))
)
(36)
where E[sin θID] ≈
√
E[sin2 θID] =
√
(1− g(µ)) and E[cos θID] ≈ √E[cos2 θID] = √g(µ)
(See footnote 6). Therefore, the expected total harvested energy is given as E[CEH ] ≥ ρ|S|E[gEH(wk)].
Similarly with (31), the achievable expected energy harvested from kth ZF beamforming vector
is given by
ρE[gEH(wZF )] = ρE[λη]− ρ
ME[λη]− E[||G||2F ]
M − 1 E[sin
2 ϕ]. (37)
7Since the angle θID is obtained from the proposed algorithm, it is very difficult to find the distribution. However, it is
verified that the variance of the angle θID is very small, i.e., V ar(cos θID) ≪ 10−3 and V ar(cos θID) ≪ 10−3. Since the
angle can be interpreted as a deterministic value for given simulation parameters, the covariance between sin θID and cos θID
is very small. Through the simulations, we demonstrated that Cov(sin θID, cos θID) ≪ 10−3. Therefore, the approximation
in (32) can be obtained from E[sin θID cos θID] ≈ E[sin θID]E[cos θID]. In addition, we make the following approximations
E[sin θID] ≈
√
E[sin2 θID] and E[cos θID] ≈
√
E[cos2 θID] in (36).
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From (31) and (37), the average energy harvesting gain from joint beamforming is given as a
function of µ :
∆EH = ρ|S|ME[λη]− E[||G||
2
F ]
M − 1 (E[sin
2 ϕ]− E[sin2 θEH ])
= ρ|S|(ME[λη]− E[||G||2F ])
·
(
(M − 2)(1− g(µ))
M(M − 1) + 2B(3/2,M − 0.5)
√
g(µ)(1− g(µ))
)
. (38)
C. Asymptotic Performance Analysis
1) Sum Rate with KID →∞: By borrowing the asymptotic sum rate analysis for MU-MISO
ZFBF in [18], the lower bound of asymptotic sum rate for ID users is derived as
E[CID] ∼M log(1 + µρ logKID) = M log(1 + ρ logKIDµ) (39)
where x ∼ y indicates that limKID→∞ x/y = 1. In addition, since the ID user’s channel gain
obtained from the proposed joint beamforming algorithm can be approximated as µ||hk||2 as
shown in (25), the upper bound of the asymptotic sum rate is identical to (39) based on [30].
In [18], it is shown that ZFBF with SUS in MU-MIMO system asymptotically has the same
sum rate compared as that of DPC, namely it scales as M log(1 + ρ logKID). Comparing with
(39), the sum rate loss of joint beamforming in the MU-WIPT system can be interpreted as
originating from a reduced multiuser diversity gain. In other words, the decrease of µ incurs
a loss of multiuser diversity gain in MU-WIPT system. In addition, the asymptotic rate loss
between joint beamforming and ZFBF with SUS in MU-WIPT systems is given as
∆RKID→∞ = log(1 + ρ logKID)− log(1 + ρ logKIDµ)
≈ log(ρ logKID)− log(ρ logKIDµ) = ∆R. (40)
As shown in (40), the rate loss is given as a constant ∆R even if KID approaches infinity.
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2) Harvested Energy with KEH → ∞: The normalized EH rate obtained from an arbitrary
beamforming vector is derived as
lim
KEH→∞
gEH(w)
KEH
= lim
KEH→∞
||Gw||2
KEH
=
1
KEH
KEH∑
i=1
|giw|2
=
1
KEH
KEH∑
i=1
||gi||2|giw|2 =
1
KEH
KEH∑
i=1
χ22M · β(1,M − 1)
=
1
KEH
KEH∑
i=1
χ22 = E[χ
2
2] = 1. (41)
where the product χ22Mβ(1,M − 1) is χ22 in [22]. Therefore, when the number of EH users,
KEH , goes to infinity,
lim
KEH→∞
gEH(w) = KEH. (42)
In (42), it implies that the normalized harvested energy gEH(w) is obtained from a M-dimensional
hypersphere with the radius
√
KEH when KEH goes to infinity. In other words, each λ approaches
KEH . Then the EH gain in (38) approaches zero because limKEH→∞Mλη − ||G||2F = 0. It is
shown that all beamforming algorithms asymptotically (for large KEH) allow the same amount
of energy to be harvested.
D. Discussion for dedicated beamforming for EH users
In Section II, if the number of selected ID users, |S|, is less than M , the M − |S| dedicated
EH beamforming vectors can be constructed in addition to the joint beamforming vectors in
Table II. However, the additional dedicated EH beamforming vectors have to be designed not
to create additional interference to the selected ID users. As mentioned in Section III-A, the
optimal beamforming vector to maximize the harvested energy is wEH , which is the eigenvector
of GHG corresponding to the largest eigenvalue [8][10]. It also means that rank-1 is optimal
for maximizing the total harvested energy. Thus, the optimal dedicated EH beamforming vector
should be the singular vector corresponding to the largest singular value of the projected G onto
the null space of the selected ID users’ channel matrix.
However, in Step 3 of Table II, joint beamforming vectors are steered towards the direction of
the null space of ID users’ channel direction in order to increase the total harvested energy. In
other words, the direction of dedicated beamforming vector is identical with that of the updated
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wEH in the last iteration of Step 3. Therefore, an additional beamforming vector for EH users
cannot improve the total harvested energy in the proposed joint beamforming algorithm.
E. Limited feedback based MU-SWIPT
In this section, we consider a limited feedback model where each ID and EH user feeds back
to the BS BID and BEH bits for the quantized channel direction information (CDI) based on
random vector quantization (RVQ, [31]) as well as a perfect channel magnitude in the form of
a channel quality information (CQI)8. The proposed joint beamforming algorithm can then be
performed based on the quantized channel information without any modification. Since the sum
rate of the selected ID users in the limited feedback model can be simply extended by making
use in (26) of the SINR distribution of the limited feedback based MU-MIMO (e.g. [21]), this
section focuses on the analysis of the harvested energy.
In Theorem 1, the quantized EH users’ channel matrix Ĝ changes the direction of axes and
the radius of the ellipsoid constructed by G. Define a expected distance between axes of G and
Ĝ as ∆d = E[|vHi v̂i|2] where vi is the axis of the space GHG corresponding to λi and v̂i is
the axis of the space Ĝ
H
Ĝ corresponding to λ̂i. By the Parseval-Plancherel energy conservation
[32], v̂i can be interpreted as the quantized version of vi using BEH bits. Based on the expected
distance between a channel vector and its quantized one in [31], the expected distance between
axes of G and Ĝ is then given as
∆d = 1− 2BEHB(2BEH , M
M − 1). (43)
Applying (43) to (13), the expected eigenvalue corresponding to the quantized axis v̂k, E[λ̂k] is
derived as
E[λ̂k] = E[gEH(v̂k)] = E[λk]∆d + E[λ⊥](1−∆d)
= E[λk]∆d +
E[||G||2F ]− E[λk]
M − 1 (1−∆d) (44)
where E[λ⊥] = E[
∑
i 6=k λi|vHi w⊥EH |2] = E[
∑
i 6=k λiβ(1,M − 2)] = E[||G||
2
F ]−E[λk]
M−1
. Since the
harvested energy lies on a min(KEH,M)-dimensional ellipsoid with axis v̂i and radius
√
λ̂i,
8The number of bits for quantizing CQI can be kept relatively small and the quantized CDI is a more critical factor that
affects to the performance. To concentrate on the impact of quantized CDI, the perfect CQI is assumed in this paper.
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and g(µ) only depends on µ, the lower bound of the expected energy harvested from a joint
beamforming vector in the limited feedback model is derived as
ρE[gEH(w)] ≥ ρE[λ̂η]− ρ(ME[λ̂η ]− E[||Ĝ||2F ])f(µ) (45)
based on (36), where E[λ̂η] = E[λη]∆d+ E[||G||
2
F ]−E[λη ]
M
(1−∆d) in (44), E[||Ĝ||2F ] = E[||G||2F ] and
f(µ) =
(
(M−2)g(µ)+1
M(M−1)
− 2B(3/2,M − 0.5)√g(µ)(1− g(µ))). From (36) and (45), the harvested
energy loss due to quantization error is defined as
∆Q = ρE[λη]− ρ(ME[λη ]− E[||G||2F ])f(µ)− ρE[λ̂η] + ρ(ME[λ̂η]− E[||Ĝ||2F ])f(µ)
= (E[λη]− E[λ̂η])(ρ− ρMf(µ))
= (1−∆d)
(
E[λη]− E[||G||
2
F ]− E[λk]
M
)
∼ 2BEHB(2BEH , M
M − 1) (46)
where ∼ denotes proportionality. From (46), it is observed that the harvested energy loss is a
function of BEH and not of BID. It means that the harvested energy is independent with the
initial ZFBF vectors in Step 1 of the proposed algorithm because the ID users’ CDI quantization
error affects on the initial ZFBF design. Since the initial ZFBF vectors can be interpreted as
the randomly generated ones from the viewpoints of EH users, they leads to the same average
harvested energy regardless of BID. Therefore, when BEH approaches to infinity, the harvested
energy loss will be zero :
lim
BEH→∞
∆Q = lim
BEH→∞
2BEHB
(
2BEH ,
M
M − 1
)
= lim
BEH→∞
2BEHΓ(2BEH )Γ( M
M−1
)
2BEHΓ(2BEH + M
M−1
)
= lim
BEH→∞
Γ(2BEH + 1)e
1
M−1
ln(2BEH+1)
Γ(2BEH + 1 + 1
M−1
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
lim
BEH→∞
Γ( M
M−1
)
e
1
M−1
ln(2BEH+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= 0 (47)
based on lim
x→∞
Γ(x)
Γ(x+ a)
ea log
x
2 = 1 in [33].
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, simulation and numerical results are provided in order to validate the per-
formance of the proposed algorithm and its numerical analysis. It is assumed that the signal
attenuation from the BS to each user is 70 dB (i.e. each user is located at an equal distance from
the BS) and the loss to convert the harvested energy to electrical energy is zero, i.e., ζ = 1.
The fading channels for all users are randomly generated from i.i.d. Rayleigh fading. The total
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transmit power, P , and noise variance at each receiver, σ2, are set to 1 Watt (i.e., 30 dBm),
and −50dBm, respectively. For user scheduling, SUS algorithm with ǫ = 0.3 is employed as
described in Table I because the optimal range of ǫ is between 0.2 and 0.4 as demonstrated in
[18].
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Fig. 4. Average target SINR and receive SINR according to µ when KEH = 10
Figure 4 shows the average received and target SINRs of the proposed joint beamforming
according to µ. Since the received SINR is slightly higher than the target SINR, it confirms
that the proposed joint beamforming algorithm satisfies the SINR constraints. Although the total
harvested energy can be improved by further decreasing the gap between the target and received
SINRs, the gap is consistently kept small (less than 0.5 dB) as shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows
the sum rate and total harvested energy according to µ and KID when KEH is 10. The average
received and target SINRs for Fig. 5 is illustrated in Fig. 4. All solid lines in Fig. 5 indicate the
simulated results and all dotted lines shows the theoretical results based on (26) and (36).
Since the total harvested energy is increased at the cost of the SINR loss, i.e., (1− µ)100 %,
in the proposed joint beamforming algorithm, the increase of µ leads to the decrease of the total
harvested energy and the increase of the sum rate as shown in Fig. 5. When KID is increased, the
EH rate is gradually decreased due to the increase of the number of joint beamforming vectors,
|S|, i.e., the number of co-scheduled ID users in SUS. A low |S| has M − |S| dimensional free
space into which the joint beamforming vectors can be steered to maximize the total harvested
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Fig. 5. Total harvested energy and sum rate performance comparison according to target SINR ratio, µ when KEH = 10
energy and not to increase multi-user interference. It means that joint beamforming vectors with a
low |S| is closer to the optimal rank-1 beamforming vector wEH compared to joint beamforming
vectors with a high |S|. From this perspective, the increase of |S| degrades the harvested energy
while it increases sum rate due to multiuser diversity.
The lower bounds based on (36) in Fig. 5 are quite tight and inline with their simulated results
except for the case of KID = 10. The lower bound for the harvested energy is obtained from
the projected joint beamforming vector onto the space spanned by wEH and wZF as derived in
(29) and (30). Since the MU-WIPT system with a high |S| has a low (i.e., M −|S|) dimensional
free space, the distance between a joint beamforming vector wk and its projected version wk
becomes small. Conversely, a low |S| leads to the increase of the distance between wk and wk.
Thus, the lower bounds at KID = 50 and 100 are tight compared to that of KID = 10.
On the other hand, simulated sum rates are slightly upper-bounded by analytic sum rates due
to the inequality in (7). However, the sum rate gap between them decreases as µ decreases.
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As shown in Fig. 4, the average received SINR increases compared to the target SINR as µ
decreases. Thus, the sum rate gap is compensated by SINR gap between received and target
SINRs in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 6. Total harvested energy based on limited feedback when KEH = 10
Figure 6 shows the total harvested energy and its lower bound obtained from the limited
feedback based joint beamforming. As shown in the simulated results with KID = 10, there
is no performance gap between them even if BID is decreased. It shows that the ID user’s
quantization error cannot impact on the harvested energy in the proposed joint beamforming
scheme as discussed in Section IV-E. Similarly to Fig. 6, the lower bounds based on (45) in
Fig. 6 are quite tight except for the case of KID = 10. As shown in the simulated results with
KID = 50, the total harvested energy with limited feedback approaches that with perfect CSIT
case as BEH is increased. This confirms (47)
Figure 7 shows the total harvested energy for beamforming schemes when µ = 0.7, KEH = 10
and KID is in the range of 10 to 400. In Fig. 7, three beamforming schemes are utilized as the
reference systems and SUS is adopted to select the ID users for all reference systems. Although
joint beamforming design in MU-MIMO system is not a convex problem as mentioned in Section
II-A, the optimal solution for the given selected ID users can still be numerically found. In order
to avoid the feasibility problem and to make fair comparison between the performance of the
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Fig. 7. Total harvested energy comparison according to KID when µ = 0.7 and KEH = 10
joint beamforming and CVX schemes, we modify the SINR constraints in (5) as follows
max
{wi, i∈S}
|S|∑
i=1
ρ||Gwi||2 s.t. SINRi ≥ µ · SINRZFi , ∀i. (48)
The optimal solution for (48) can be obtained by CVX [10][13]. Although it is difficult to utilize
CVX as a practical algorithm due to its complexity, the performance obtained from CVX can
be interpreted as the optimal performance for the selected ID users in MU-WIPT system. The
second reference system is the conventional ZFBF method [18]. The third one is the modified
joint beamforming algorithm which has the dedicated EH beam for EH users as described in
Section IV-D.
The proposed joint beamforming scheme shows better performance compared with ZFBF due
to the beamforming vector steering to maximize the harvested energy. As discussed in Section
IV-D, the joint beamforming with the dedicated EH beam has a lower total harvested energy
compared to the proposed joint beamforming. Since the increase of KID leads to |S| ≈ M , the
performance gap between joint beamforming schemes becomes very small. It means that there
is no additional space to make the dedicated EH beam.
The CVX scheme outperforms the proposed scheme because the optimal beamforming vectors
are obtained by solving (48) for the given selected ID users. However, the proposed joint
beamforming scheme achieves a large percentage of the energy harvested from CVX scheme,
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i.e., 88-93% for equal power allocation and 85-90% even for optimal power allocation, as
shown in Fig. 7. Moreover, it is observed that the optimal power allocation makes a relatively
small improvement compared to the equal power allocation in CVX. It is demonstrated that the
joint beamforming vector design is more critical than the power allocation to increase the total
harvested energy rather than an optimal power allocation in MU-SWIPT system.
In Fig. 7, the joint beamforming with reduced complexity refers to the modified version
based on (21). Although the replaced function, (21) cannot determine the optimal direction, it
is demonstrated that the replaced function can provide a near-optimal EH direction and incurs
a small performance loss compared to the joint beamforming with eigenvalue decomposition as
shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 8 (a) shows the harvested energy (i.e., percentage) normalized by the optimal per-
formance obtained from CVX. As shown in Fig. 8, the achievable harvested energy rate for
the proposed beamforming scheme is increased from 90% to 97% as KEH is increased. The
reason why the achievable harvested energy rate asymptotically goes to 100% is that the energy
harvested from any arbitrary beamforming vector approaches KEH at large KEH as seen from
(42). Thus, the harvested energy with ZFBF in Fig. 8 also increases as the KEH increases.
Figure 8 (b) shows the sum rate performance of both joint beamforming and ZFBF when the
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total number of ID users is respectively given as KID and (KID)µ. From an asymptotic sum
rate perspective, the proposed joint beamforming scheme exhibits the sum rate of a MU-MISO
ZFBF with a reduced multiuser diversity gain as the number of ID users approaches infinity.
From (39), it is observed that the sum ID rate of ZFBF for (KID)µ becomes the asymptotic
lower-bound or the approximated sum rate of the proposed joint beamforming scheme. As shown
in Fig. 8 (b), the sum rate of joint beamforming is lower bounded by that of ZFBF for (KID)µ,
and the gap between them is gradually decreased as KID is increased.
VI. CONCLUSION
For MU-WIPT system, we propose a joint beamforming algorithm to maximize the total
harvested energy and to satisfy the SINR constraints taking into account the compatibility with
the conventional MU-MIMO system. When ID and EH users are simultaneously served by joint
beamforming vectors, the harvested energy can be increased at the cost of an SINR loss of ID
users. To characterize EH and ID performance, we analyze the EH and ID performance as a
function of the target SINR ratio, µ. Through the simulation and numerical results, it is observed
that the proposed joint beamforming scheme achieves a large percentage (about 85 − 93%) of
the EH performance achievable with state of the art schemes but with a much lower complexity.
In particular, it is shown that the number of joint beamforming vectors |S| and the target SINR
ratio µ are the critical parameters that impact the performance tradeoff between sum rate and
total harvested energy. In the limited feedback based MU-SWIPT system, it is observed that the
total harvested energy only depends on the quantization error of EH users, not on that of ID
users. Asymptotically (for large KEH), it is shown that all beamforming algorithms allow the
same amount of energy to be harvested because the harvested energy obtained from an arbitrary
beamforming vector approaches KEH . In addition, the proposed joint beamforming algorithm
achieves a sum rate similar to that of a MU-MISO ZFBF with a reduced multiuser diversity
gain as the number of ID users approaches infinity.
APPENDIX A
THE PROOF OF (33)
As mentioned in Section IV-B, the joint beamforming vectors obtained from Table II are not
guaranteed to lie on the space spanned by wZFk and wEH due to (16) and (19). However, the
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distance between the given space and each joint beamforming vector is marginal to affect the
SINRs of ID users when KID ≫ M . By ignoring the distance between the given space and
each joint beamforming vector, the geometrical relation among the joint beamforming vector of
kth ID user, wk, wZFk , and wEH is constructed as shown in Fig. 3 (a). In (3), the desired signal
gain is re-written as
ρ||hk||2|hkwk|2] = ρ||hk||2 cos2 θIDk (49)
and the interference signal gain is given as
ρ
∑
i 6=k
||hk||2|hkwi|2 = ρ
∑
i 6=k
||hk||2|wZFk Hwi|2 = ρ||hk||2
∑
i 6=k
|wZFk H(cos θIDi wZFi + sin θIDi w⊥i )|2
= ρ||hk||2β(1,M − 2)
∑
i 6=k
sin2 θIDi (50)
where w⊥i =
wEH−(w
ZF
i
H
wEH)w
ZF
i
||wEH−(w
ZF
i
H
wEH)w
ZF
i ||
and β(α1, α2) is a beta-distributed random variable with
parameter (α1, α2). By taking (7), (49) and (50), the received SINR ratio τk (cf. µ is a target
SINR ratio) for the kth ID user (i.e., kth joint beamforming vector) is given as
µ ≈ τk = cos
2 θIDk
1 + ρ||hk||2β(1,M − 2)
∑
i 6=k sin
2 θIDi
. (51)
By ignoring a joint beamforming index of θIDk in (51), the expected SINR ratio is given as
µ ≈ E
 1
|S|
|S|∑
k=1
{
cos2 θIDk
1 + ρ||hk||2β(1,M − 2)
∑
i 6=k sin
2 θIDi
}
= E
[
cos2 θID
1 + ρ||h||2 1
|S|
∑|S|
k=1{β(1,M − 2)}(|S| − 1) sin2 θID
]
=
E[cos2 θID]
1 + ρE||h||2 (|S|−1)(1−E[cos2 θID ])
M−1
(52)
where h = 1
|S|
∑|S|
k=1 hk, β(1,M−2) is a beta distributed random variable with parameter (1,M−
2) and a mean value of 1/M−1, and E||h||2 is given in (34). Since all instantaneous SINR ratio
is approximated as µ during the derivation for (52), µ = 1
|S|
∑|S|
k=1 µ =
1
|S|
∑|S|
k=1Ak/
1
|S|
∑|S|
k=1Bk
and µ = E[µ] = E[A]/E[B] due to µ
|S|
∑|S|
k=1Ak =
1
|S|
∑|S|
k=1Bk and µE[A] = E[B] where Ak =
cos2 θIDk , Bk = 1 + ρ||hk||2β(1,M − 2)
∑
i 6=k sin
2 θIDi , A =
1
|S|
∑|S|
k=1Ak and B = 1|S|
∑|S|
k=1Bk.
After numerical manipulation of (52), cos2 θID is derived as
E[cos2 θID] ≈ g(µ) = 1 + ρ
|S|−1
M−1
E||h||2
1
µ
+ ρ |S|−1
M−1
E||h||2
(53)
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APPENDIX B
THE PROOF OF (35)
Since the CDF of beta distribution is given as the regularized incomplete beta function, the
CDF for sin2 ϕ is derived as Fsin2 ϕ(x) = xM−1. The PDF of sinϕ is then given as fsinϕ(x) =
2(M − 1)x2M−3 because the CDF of sinϕ is given as Fsinϕ(x) = Pr[sin2 ϕ ≤ x2] = x2(M−1).
The expected value of sinϕ cosϕ is then derived as
E[sinϕ cosϕ] = E
[
sinϕ
√
(1− sin2 ϕ)
]
=
∫ 1
0
x
√
(1− x2)fsinϕ(x)dx
= 2(M − 1)
∫ 1
0
√
(1− x2)x2(M−1)dx = (M − 1)B(3/2,M − 0.5). (54)
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